ANTITRUST AND REGULATION:
CHICAGO’S CONTRADICTORY VIEWS

Fred S. McChesney

approach to antitrust, viewing it as public-interest government intervention intended to correct market failure, squarely contradicts the
now-dominant economic theory ofregulation that Chicago itself popularized. The Chicago school of antitrust regulation, that is, runs
counter to the Chicago school of regulation more generally.
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1986) chose as his favorite aberration the Von’s Grocery decision.5
There, the government successfully blocked a merger between two
grocery firms having a combined market share of 7.5 percent, in a
market with 3,818 single-store and 150 chain-store competitors.6 The
rationale against the merger was stopping incipient concentration in
~
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able under antitrust law (for example, vertical arrangements). And ii
fact, courts have moved closer and closer to Chicago positions oi
these issues.8
But the Chicago victories, evident on several fronts, have by n
means been complete. Three pockets of resistance remain. Firsi
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relaxed enforcement give way to renewed enforcement vigor, relying
in part on new antitrust theories (Baker 1985, Sims and Lande 1986).
This constant change in antitrust thinking is reflected in the waxing
and waning of courts’ respect for key antitrust precedents (Steuer
1985).
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from a flawed definition of competition, but if redirected to attacl~
real (government-created) monopolies would be a useful policy.
A second camp has moved on to other areas altogether. With the
important issues of substantive liability (as they perceive them
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Trade Commission; the Williams Act, administered by the SEC,
requires a waiting period before similar corporate transactions can
be completed.
Given that antitrust is a form of regulation, one would think that
Chicagoans would analyze it using the “economic theory of regulafinn” Thcit tht~nrvwiss friv~nits pC)rlipsf fnrmnl stsiti~mpnfin Sfiuli~r
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of formal systems of regulation in the transportation, public utility
and other industries, the creation of new schemes of regulation or
an ad hoc basis is a questionable expedient.”
It is interesting in itself that Posner does not refer to all of antitrus
as a form of regulation, since it clearly is. Nevertheless, his admissior
that “retnilatnrv” derrees hnve mnrle un “su sianifirnnt frnrfinn” nf~il

was Dasicaliy intenclea to increase consumer welIare is apparently
inconsistent with his view that typically the common law is efficient
while statutory law is not. There was, of course, a common law of
trade restraints, which the Sherman Act supplanted. Chicagoans have
resolved the inconsistency by claiming that the Sherman Act merely
codified the common ?~v.(Bork,
p. 20), even though the
~

ently nonexistent (L)iLorenzo 19~5).Ihere is considerable evidence
that interest-group pressures explain much of the Sherman Act (Benson et al. 1987; Hazlett, forthcoming; Libecap 1990). In its first Sherman Act opinion, the Supreme Court found that “it would be impossible to say what were the views” of the politicians voting as to the
meaning of the act. As one commentator put it recently, Bork’s inter-

Uhicagoans have aJso Justified their public-interest view of antitrust by mistake theories. Allegedly, politicians and judges have
wanted to do the right thing economically, but economists have
failed to provide the requisite guidance (e.g., Demsetz 1982, 1989). If
economists were better able to define what competition truly was,
and had done so, then politicians would have responded with an
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interest objectives is “profoundly anti-intellectual.”
Elsewhere
(1975a, p. 140) he writes:
Policies may ofcourse be adopted in error, and error is an inherent
trait of the behavior of men. But errors are not what men live by or
on. If an economic policy has been adopted by many communities,
fir if it 11 nnrciofanfl~,n,lrchlgaal
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the twentieth century testifies that a modest program of combating
monopoly is enough to prevent any considerable decline in competition.” This “fundamental empirical truth” is propounded without a
shred of substantiation.
Second, the Chicago approach to empirical evidence presumes
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cally fail to achieve their su;posed welfare goals.
Admittedly, each of these pieces of empirical work only disproves
the existence of certain kinds ofbenefits; the empirics cannot refute
the claim—often offered—that antitrust’s benefits lie elsewhere. So,
for example, it is frequently claimed that even if enforcement is
inc~ffpr1-jv~aortnrcuafs firms
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suits. The earliest work tended simply to show that, in the areas
investigated, antitrust had not delivered any benefits. But the many
studies failing to find any antitrust benefits did not make an appreciable impact on Chicagoans, who have continued to talk—hypothetically—about antitrust’s supposed ability to deter price fixing and
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trust, as enforcement officials invariably learn (Baker 1985). Congressmen regularly exhort DOJ and FTC enforcers to bring ever
more cases; the National Association of Attorneys General (NAAG)
agitates for greater enforcement as well. Congress staunchly resisted
Reagan-era initiatives to reduce enforcement, at both the FTC and
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that one cannot identify the likely beneficiaries and victims, and test
for antitrust’s effects.
Horizontal mergers, to take one ofthe principal areas where Chicagoans would admit a role for antitrust, are an example. Mergers are
a phenomenon that cuts across different industries; at first glance,
~
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taut committee members’ districts are more likely to be dismissed
than matters involving firms located elsewhere. The increased
demands for such constituent service make antitrust valuable to
politicians.
In short the emnirieal evidence indicates thnt noliticinns nm-ticii-
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ignore the mounting challenges to Chicago orthodoxy. For others,
there may be no perceived inconsistency. The more recent Chicago
analysis using economics to discuss issues like antitrust standing
and damages may seem unrelated to the public choice problems
oresented by the wider Chicago annroach to reatilation. Trne current
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